
Now having the most Innovation
in Controls awards in the world,
we asked David, our lead

programmer, to tell us about his
experiences in FIRST and working
with team 2168. David plans to
study computer science and workstudy computer science and work
on developing new programs once
he leaves high school and enters
college. When asked to reflect on
his first year on the team, he
recalled joining with no prior
knowledge of how to program or
how it was applied to robotics.how it was applied to robotics.

Having been in sports before, David
had thought competitions would be
similar, however, he was shocked at
how different the environments were
at these competitions. He said his first
build season, “felt like it went by so

quickly”. When asked if he could changequickly”. When asked if he could change
anything about his overall experience,
he says the he wishes he was more
involved his earlier years on the team.
Overall, he hopes that the next four years
the team continues to grow and change
as it did during his four years on the team.

Senior
Highlight:
David

Competition 3:
Rhode Island

W in
For the Aluminum Falcons, it started out
like any other competition weekend with
high hopes and expectations and with the
team a little short of sleep. This was the
third week of consecutive competition and
the demands were taking its toll. Heading
into NE District event at Bryant Universitinto NE District event at Bryant University,
we had a streak of 7 straight district event
wins, all providing their own incredible
memories. We started the event modestly
and had a few hiccups along the way. The
team hit their stride and finished in 4th place
after the qualification rounds and were the
first team selected by the first seeded alliance.first team selected by the first seeded alliance.
We started the playoffs in a rather unusual
way and a need to change out a defective
transmission took longer than the abbreviated
lunch time allowed and left us running for
the competition playing field only to fall short
by seconds. Luck came our way as our
alliance partners Mechanicalalliance partners Mechanical Advantage,
Team 6328, and Iron Tigers, Team 4167,
were able to win the match without us.
We were raring to go after the sideline
moment and were able to help the alliance
charge to another quarterfinal win. The semi-
finals were hotly contested with the our alliance 
seeking out a best of three win.  Finals seeking out a best of three win.  Finals 
matches were every bit as tough with the 
last match decided by less than 10 points 

(out of approximately 400).  We have now won
8 district level events in a row starting with the 
NE Championship in 2016. We were able to add 
icing on the victory cake when we were awarded
the "Innovation in Controlsthe "Innovation in Controls Award" for our
programming and supporting systems used

for robot control and management. Our successes
have left us currently ranked 7th in the NE District.

To win the control award is definitely a
great honor for any programmer. It is a
way to recognize your team's ability to
demonstrate and explain the robot’s

control system. It is highly dependent on the
presenters knowledge of not only code
but also physical features of the robotbut also physical features of the robot
such as the lift gear box or why it made
sense to use a potentiometer over an
encoder. Personally just seeing the autos
we spent all season testing and writing

work on field is a great feeling. The controls
award is not only on how the robot performs
during autonomous but also how the robot isduring autonomous but also how the robot is
operated during teleop as well as the end
game. Some of the features that allowed our
team to be viewed as the best in terms of
control systems was our ability to plan out
our robot routes by using coordinates. This
program was written this year and definitely
allows us to go to our destination during autoallows us to go to our destination during auto
using the fastest route. Another key feature of
our control system is our graphic user interface
or GUI. Our GUI allows for our driver and
operator to quickly see the status of the robot
as well as help the operator know whether or
not the robot has a cube. Our driver station has
some redundancies to ensure that the operatorsome redundancies to ensure that the operator
is able to know whether or not we have a cube
in case something were to fail on our robot. Our
robot has an IR sensor that detects whether or
not we have a cube and thus it lets our operator
know about this by having lights on our robot turn
on as well as a button on our GUI light up. Our GUI
also has a live camera feed from our robot thatalso has a live camera feed from our robot that
allows for our operator to see whether or not the
robot is lined up with a cube. This ensures that
our driveteam is able to quickly locate cubes and
know whether or not we have possession of a cube.
The GUI also displays a GIF or moving picture of the
path our robot takes during auto. This allows for our
driveteam to communicate with our alliancedriveteam to communicate with our alliance

partners about what possible paths we may take during
auto. This can prevent our robots from colliding with
one another during auto thus ensuring the safety

and success of all robots on the field.

Controls
Aw ard W in

By: David Martinez

On team 2168, we ensure that all of our subteams are mostly if not entirely student lead. These team “leads” take on 
many roles, not only doing work for the team, but helping to train new freshman and help their subteam out to the
best of their ability. Students benefit from having a leader who understands the stress of high school because they

too are going through it at the same time. Our team has six subteams, each with 1-2 student leads.

Sara, our MARKETING LEAD, runs all communication, awards, and anything that has to do with public relations or
graphic design. She ensures rest of marketing team has a job/task to focus on and get done. Our ELECTRICAL LEAD,

Eva, is in charge of all electrical components on the robot. She works closely with the programming andEva, is in charge of all electrical components on the robot. She works closely with the programming and
mechanical teams to ensure that electrified components are working while teaching her less experienced peers. Eva and

Sara conduct student meetings to ensure all voices are heard and everyone is learning and getting the
robotics team experience they imagined and if not, help to bridge any gaps with mentors. They then work with mentors

to bridge the gap between the students and mentors. Zach,our computer aided design, or CAD, LEAD
works closely with the mechanical team to provide designs for robot components and subsequent

fabrication whether by the team in house of by our fabrication sponsors. He coaches other CAD students with theirfabrication whether by the team in house of by our fabrication sponsors. He coaches other CAD students with their
common goal to provide design unified with performance goals of the robot. His job is all about ensuring that making
the robot is simple and compatible with the goals of the team. Our SCOUTING LEAD, Colin, pit scouts at events,

directs scouting in the stands, and is a large contributor to strategy meetings held on Saturday nights in order to prepare
for the second day of competition. He creates a preview for each alliance based on the information collected, and
from that creates a general strategy based on the strengths and weaknesses of each of the competing robots.

Our MECHANICAOur MECHANICAL LEADS, Aveline and Julianna, are sure to engage with students in their subteam. They will give
students who seem to be doing nothing a job and help teach students skills by explaining what they are doing.

Julianna keeps the tools and parts organized and ensures that the pit is prepped for competition.
Aveline spends most of her time working with the lathe, the CNC, or mill to make sure all the parts needed are manufactured
Our PROGRAMMING LEAD, David, ensures that his subteam knows how to program and how to program and how to 
most efficiently control the robot whether in autonomous (robot controls itself) or teleop (human control) modes.

He makes sure the robot works during auto and teleop at competitions. He makes sure the robot works during auto and teleop at competitions. We are very grateful for
all of our leads, who help us be our best.

Leadership on team 2168

NE Champs - April 11-15
Worlds - April 25 - 28
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